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Sheath structure for cylindrical probe in low-pressure
electronegative discharges
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A theoretical model for collisionless and weakly collisional plasmas with cold positive ions is
developed for the presheath and sheath that surround a cylindrical probe immersed in
electronegative discharges. The model is solved numerically, and the spatial distributions of the
normalized potential, the normalized density, and the normalized velocity and flux of positive ions
are calculated for a low-pressure electronegative discharge as a function of the ratio of the negative
ion density to the electron density and the ratio of the electron temperature to the negative ion
temperature. As the ratio of the Debye length to the ionization length increases, it is found that the
sheath width decreases, the velocity of the positive ion gets smaller, and the positive ion flux to the
probe decreases. As the electronegativity increases, the sheath width decreases. © 2006 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2172934�
Negative ions are found in electronegative gases such as
oxygen, chlorine, SF6, and fluorocarbons, which are used
extensively in discharges for various applications of plasma
processing. The presence of negative ions complicates the
discharge phenomena. There has been an increased demand
to determine the plasma parameters such as charged particle
densities, sheath width, electron temperature, and plasma po-
tential for electronegative plasmas.

In previous papers,1–3 plasma parameters for electrone-
gative discharges were obtained from the standard Langmuir
probe method. We explored the scaling relations and ob-
served that the experimentally measured scalings of the
charged species are in agreement with the predictions of the
spatially averaged global model.4 However, in those studies,
we estimated the positive ion density directly from the posi-
tive ion saturation current assuming that the positive ions
have the normal Bohm velocity, which is not accurate.

The presence of the negative ions complicate the char-
acteristics of the probe I-V curve. The negative ions begins
to contribute to the probe current near the plasma potential,
and the amount of the contribution gets larger when the
probe voltage approaches the plasma potential. The ion satu-
ration zone of the I-V characteristics of the probe is increas-
ingly used in plasma diagnosis.5 The current drained by the
probe in this zone is very small and reduces the perturbation
that the measurement causes in the plasma. The sheath struc-
ture and the motion of positive ions within the presheath and
sheath are modified when negative ions are present. The pre-
cise values of positive ion density and ion velocity at the
sheath edge should be formulated.

The main issue lies in the modeling of the positive ion
flux to the probe for electronegative plasmas. In this study,
the positive ions are modeled as a cold, collisionless, or
weakly collisional fluid, while both the electron and negative
ion densities obey Boltzmann relations. The positive ion flux
is calculated along the distance from the plasma bulk region
to any arbitrarily small distance near the probe edge using a

set of coupled equations including the steady-state fluid
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equations of continuity and motion for the positive ion, the
Poisson equation with Boltzmann electron, and the Boltz-
mann negative ion.6,7 The equations are one-dimensional as-
suming no orbital motion of the positive ions. The positive
ions are all drawn radially into the probe. This theoretical
model of the positive ion flux for cylindrical and spherical
probes has been developed by several researchers.6–8

For simplicity, we consider that electronegative plasma
consists of three charged species, which are positive ion,
negative ion, and electron. The ion continuity and momen-
tum balance equations are

� · �n+v+� = �izne, �1�

� · �n+v+v+� = en+E , �2�

where n+ is the positive ion density, v+ is the velocity of
positive ion, ne is the electron density, �iz is the ionization
frequency, and E is the electric field.

We assume that electrons and negative ions follow the
Boltzmann energy distribution,

ne = ne0 exp� eV

kTe
� , �3�

n− = n−0 exp� eV

kT−
� , �4�

where n− is the negative ion density, Te and T− are the tem-
perature of the electrons and negative ions, e is the electron
charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, and V is the electric
potential. The subscript 0 indicates the value at the plasma
bulk region.

Poisson’s equation is written as

�0 � · E = e�n+ − ne − n−�, E = − �V , �5�
where �0 is the permittivity of the vacuum.
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The model equations are developed for cylindrical elec-
trode �probe� sheaths with radial motion of positive ions to-
ward the probe. We have the dimensionless functions and
parameters;

� =
r

�D
, ñ =

n+

n+0
, u =

v+

cs
, � = −

eV

kTe
,

�0 =
n−0

ne0
, � =

Te

T−
, �6�

where cs is the Bohm velocity �=kTe /m+; m+ is the ion mass�,
and �D is the Debye length.

The nondimensionalized equations of ion continuity and
momentum balance for positive ion, and Poisson’s equation
in cylindrical coordinate, are written

d

d�
�ñu� +

ñu

�
=

q

1 + �0
e−�, �7�

d

d�
�ñuu� +

ñuu

�
= ñ� , �8�

d�

d�
+

�

�
= ñ�1 + �0� − e−� − �0e−��, �9�

d�

d�
= � , �10�

where q=�D /� is the non-neutrality parameter, and
�=cs /�iz is the ionization length.

In the presheath region, the space charge is very small
and the potential variation may be derived from the
quasineutral condition. Equating the right-hand side of Eq.
�9� to zero, we have

ñ�1 + �0� − e−� − �0e−�� = 0. �11�

If we consider collisionless plasma with cold positive ions
and assume no orbital motion

1
2m+v+

2�r� + eV�r� = 0, �12�

we have

a = �2�ñ�� , �13�

where

a =
jD

en+0cs
, jD =

I+

2	�D
. �14�

Here, I+=2	ern+v+ is the positive ion current to the cylin-
drical probe per unit length. Equation �11� combined with
Eq. �13� gives � as a function of � implicitly.

Differentiating Eq. �11� with respect to � and using Eq.
�13�, we obtain

d�

d�
=

− 2��1 + �0e−��−1���
���1 + �0e−��−1��� − 2��1 + ��0e−��−1����

. �15�

At the point where d� /d� becomes infinite, the
quasineutral condition fails and the space charge begins to

develop. At this point � must satisfy
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� =
1 + �0e−��−1��

2�1 + ��0e−��−1���
. �16�

The sheath edge potential for the cylindrical probe has
the same form as that in a planar and spherical probe.6,7,9 In
planar and spherical geometry electrodes, a collisionless
plasma model with cold positive ions suggests that there are
multiple solutions of the value of the sheath edge potential
and an oscillatory potential structure is formed for certain
values of �0 and �.9,10 Like in spherical or planar geometry,
there are multiple solutions for the presheath potential in
cylindrical geometry. In Fig. 1, the quasineutral presheath
potentials obtained by Eqs. �11� and �13� are shown for
a=1, �=10 for some values of �0. It should be noted that
Eqs. �11� and �13� are valid for the collisionless presheath
region. The electric potential in the presheath region de-
creases when the negative ion concentration is increased. As
the electronegativity �0 increases, the sheath width is found
to decrease. For the large �0 case where the electron density
is much less than the negative ion density, the sheath edge
moves closer to the probe. As the negative ion density ratio
is increased, both groups of negative particles compensate
the presence of positive ions, causing a small net charge
density and a decrease in potential.8

Figure 2 shows the relation between � and � given by
Eqs. �11� and �13� for various values of a. The electric po-
tential at sheath edge increases smoothly with increasing a.

FIG. 1. Plasma solution for a=1, �=10 for some values of �0. Quasineutral
presheath potentials are obtained by Eqs. �11� and �13�.

FIG. 2. Potential variations given by Eqs. �11� and �13� for various values of

a. Here �0=0.1, �=10.
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Larger a results in larger positive ion current toward the
probe, thus increasing the electric potential at each point.

The model equations �7�–�10� are solved numerically by
using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with the initial
values ñ=1, u=0, �=0, �=0, at �=
, and the spatial distri-
butions of the normalized potential, the normalized density,
and the normalized velocity and flux of positive ions are
obtained for a low-pressure, cylindrical, electronegative dis-
charge as functions of the ratio �q� of the Debye length to the
ionization length, the ratio ��0� of the negative ion density to
the electron density, and the ratio ��� of the electron tem-
perature to the negative ion temperature. Figures 3 and 4 are
the results of this calculation.

Figure 3�a� shows the density profiles of positive ions at
various values of q. The electric potential corresponding to
Downloaded 19 Feb 2006 to 129.78.72.11. Redistribution subject to A
the four different values of q is shown in Fig. 3�b�. As q
increases, the sheath width is found to decrease. This is due
to the fact that the frequent ionization supplies the positive
ions and electrons, thus the quasineutrality condition is
achieved up to near the probe surface. However, as shown in
Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�, as q increases, the velocity of the posi-
tive ion gets smaller, and the positive ion flux to the probe
decreases. As an example of the electronegative plasma,
we can consider an oxygen discharge with p=1 mTorr,
Te=2.6 eV, ne=5.6�1011 cm−3. We have �D=0.0015 cm
and cs=2.5�105 cm/s, �iz=1061/s, �=0.25 cm, and
q=0.0063. If we increase the gas pressure, we have higher q
values. As the pressure increases, the ionization length de-
creases and thus q becomes large. When strict charge neu-
trality is relaxed as in the q=0.001 case, spatially oscillatory

FIG. 3. Spatial distribution of �a� the positive ion den-
sity, �b� the electric potential, �c� the positive ion veloc-
ity, and �d� the positive ion flux around the cylindrical
probe with various values of q. Here �0=0.1, �=10.

FIG. 4. Spatial distribution of �a� the positive ion den-
sity, �b� the electric potential, �c� the positive ion veloc-
ity, and �d� the positive ion flux around the cylindrical
probe with various values of �0. Here q=0, �=10.
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charge-density profiles are observed at the presheath region.
Franklin and Snell have shown that the positive ion thermal
motion, which takes place in real plasmas, affects the oscil-
latory structure and reduces the oscillations.11,12 The oscilla-
tions arise from the unphysical assumption that the positive
ion temperature is zero.

Figure 4�a� shows the density profiles of positive ions at
various values of �0. It is observed that the sheath edge
expands as �0 increases. The electric potential corresponding
to the three different values of �0 is shown in Fig. 4�b�. In
this case, the scales of the electric potential and distance are
extended to larger values compared to Fig. 1. As �0 in-
creases, the potential increases to higher values and � ex-
tends to larger values than those for the case of �0=0. This
means that the sheath width expands as �0 increases. This
result is in contradiction to the results of Crespo et al.,8 but
in agreement with the results of Amemiya et al.13 However,
the sheath edge should be defined as the point where the
quasineutrality condition breaks down. As far as the sheath
edge condition is concerned, Eqs. �11� and �13� should be
used for small scale of the electric potential. Therefore, it can
be stated that as the electronegativity �0 increases, the sheath
width decreases as shown in Fig. 1. As shown in Figs. 4�c�
and 4�d�, as �0 increases, the velocity of the positive ion gets
larger, and the positive ion flux to the probe remains the
same because we assume no collision in this case.

This model allows us to obtain the I-V characteristic
curve of the probe. The positive ion current to the probe is
written as

I+ = eS�s��0,�,ne� , �17�

where S is the probe area, �s��0 ,� ,ne�=n+sv+s is the modi-
fied Bohm flux, and n+s and v+s are the density and velocity
of positive ions at sheath edge when negative ions are
present.7,14 Especially, in this model, the I-V characteristic
curves of a cylindrical Langmuir probe can be obtained and
compared with the experimental curve, which can give the
estimation of �0, � and the electron density.5 The theoretical
I-V curve can be drawn in terms of the normalized param-
eters � and I�=a�p� �rp is the radius of the probe�. The pa-
rameter a depends on �p, which in turn depends on the elec-
tron density to be determined.

For each assumed value of I �normalized probe current�,
the set of equations including Poisson’s equation can be in-
tegrated from �=
 to any arbitrarily small �. The point on
the curve where �=� gives the normalized potential � for
p p
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that value of I. By computing a family of curves for different
I, one can obtain an I-�p curve for a probe of radius �p. From
a selected values of I and �p on the measured probe charac-
teristics, we have to estimate �p. The electron temperature is
supposed to be determined from measuring the slope of the
probe I-V curve. Then it is possible to determine the electron
density, �0, and �. Using a density balance between nega-
tively and positively charged particles given by ne+n−=n+,
we can estimate the positive ion density.15

In conclusion, a theoretical model is developed for the
presheath and sheath region that surround the cylindrical
Langmuir probe immersed in electronegative discharges. The
spatial distributions of the normalized potential, the normal-
ized density, and the normalized velocity and flux of positive
ions are obtained. As the q increases, the sheath width de-
creases, the velocity of the positive ion gets smaller, and the
positive ion flux to the probe decreases. As the electronega-
tivity �0 increases, the sheath width decreases.
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